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Abstract
The copper electroless deposition on semiconducting boron doped diamond (BDD)
grown on Ti substrate was investigated. This study emphasizes the influence of the
doping level on BDD in the Cu electroless process. In addition, the effect of some
deposition parameters such as the pH solution and the deposition time, to obtain Cu/BDD
composites were analyzed. Two kinds of BDD films were produced and named as lightly
(E1) and highly (E2) BDD electrodes. For both Cu/BDD composites, the scanning
electron microscopy showed the deposit morphologies composed by small grains
distributed throughout the BDD surface when the electroless process was conducted at
pH 12. On the other hand, no Cu deposit was verified at pH 8 and pH 10 for deposition
times up to 180 s. However, in these conditions, low particle density was observed for
deposition time of 2400 s. In general, the Cu deposit rate increased with increasing the
deposition time, for both BDD films. The influence of doping level showed that for E2
electrode, the deposits presented higher density and better uniformity of Cu particle on its
surface than those for E1 electrode. This behavior may be associated to the better
conductivity of the E2 electrode due to its higher boron content enhancing the Cu
deposition. According the X-ray diffraction data, the Cu metallic crystallographic form
was obtained for all deposited particles. The best catalytic activity for the nitrate
reduction was obtained in low Cu density deposited on the BDD surface using deposition
time of 30s, where the nitrate reduction occurred by nitrite formation up to ammonia.
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Introduction
The monitoring of nitrate ion is of great worldwide interest, because elevated
concentration of this specie on ground water is directly associated to a high number of
ecological and human health concerns [1-3]. Cu/BDD composites have shown high
potential to use as solid electrode for application in environmental approaches [4].
Particularly, the copper exhibits high electrocatalytic activity considering the kinetics for
the nitrate reduction process. Thus, Cu/BDD composites have appeared as potential
material to study the nitrate removal from the polluted waters [5]. There are many ways
to produce Cu/BDD composites by diverse routes such as, photoelectrodeposition process
[6], sputtering [7], electrodeposition [8], physical vapor deposition (PVD) [9], wetness
technique [10], and electroless deposition [11]. Among them, the electroless plating has
emerged in latter years due to its low cost, fast deposition rate and good filling capability.
In addition, its major advantage is its simplicity, where the processes can take place at
room temperatures and pressures [12].
Considering Cu electroless process, the BDD chemical inertness may contributes
to a low Cu adherence. Therefore, a hard pre-treatment is needed for cleaning the surface
and creating anchor points on the BDD samples [13]. These anchor points are oxygen
groups that appear on the BDD surface, such as, hydroxyl (O-H), carboxylic (C=O) and
carbonylic (C-O). The oxidative pre-treatments can be obtained using different
techniques, like oxygen plasma [14], boiling in strong acids [15], ozone exposure [16]
and electrochemical oxidation [17]. In this study, the anodic electrochemical pretreatment was carried out using 0.5 mol L-1 H2SO4 and a fixed potential of 3 V for 30 min.
This type of pre-treatment is recognized as an effective method of treatment which is able
to functionalize diamond surface. Besides, it can be conducted under controlled treatment
time. In this sense, this paper investigates the influence of the BDD doping level in the
Cu electroless synthesis as well as the effect of some deposition parameters such as the
solution pH and the deposition time, to obtain Cu/BDD composites.

Experimental Procedure
The BDD electrode was grown on Ti substrate by hot filament chemical vapor
deposition (HFCVD) technique. The deposition of diamond on titanium has a unique

feature attributed to the strong stress formation between the film and the substrate, which
arises from extrinsic and intrinsic factors. Thus, some pre- treatments on the substrate
surface are required to decrease the stress and to increase the nucleation rate [18, 19].
These pre-treatments can be obtained in air abrasion with glass beads, or by scratching
the surface with an abrasive agent as the diamond paste. In the present work, the films
were deposited on the titanium substrate after pre-treatment in air abrasion with glass
beads. The BDD/Ti electrodes with the dimensions of 10 mm x 10 mm x 0.5 mm were
prepared from methane hydrogen gas mixture with a pressure of 40 Torr and temperature
around 650ºC, during 24 h. Boron source was obtained by an additional hydrogen line
passing through a bubbler containing B2O3 dissolved in methanol with a controlled B/C
ratio that permitted to produce films with different doping levels (5000 and 15000 ppm),
denominated E1 and E2 respectively), estimated from Raman's measurements.
Prior to the Cu electroless deposition, the sensitization on the BDD was achieved
using a solution of 40 mL L-1 HCl containing 0.04 mol L-1 SnCl2 for 5 min and the
activation was made using a solution containing 7x10-4 mol L-1 PdCl2 with 2.5 mL L-1
HCl for 5 min. Ultrasonic vibration was used for both steps. The electroless Cu
deposition was carried out for different times (30, 60, 180 and 2400 s) at room
temperature. The bath composition was 0.1 mol L-1 CuSO4 + 0.2 mol L-1 KNaC4H4O6 +
17.5 mL L-1 HCHO. The pH level was adjusted to 8, 10 and 12 by the addition of NaOH.
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer with attenuated total reflectance (ATR)
Model Spectrum 100 from Parkin Elmer equipment was used to monitor the anchor
points associated with the functional groups on BDD surfaces promoted by the pretreatments. The Cu modified diamond films morphology was verified from the scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) images using a Jeol JSM-5310 microscope and the X-ray
Diffraction (XRD) patterns using a PANanalytical model X’Pert Powder diffractometer
with the CuKα (λ = 1.54 Å), set at 45 kV and 25 mA, running in the ω/2θ scanning mode
with ω = 1o and 2θ = 10 to 100o.
The electrochemical reduction of nitrate on the Cu/BDD composites was
evaluated using the linear sweep voltammetry (LSV), at 50 mV s-1, in Britton-Robinson
(BR) buffer solutions (pH = 3.0) with and without the presence of 10-2 mol L-1 KNO3. All
the electrochemical measurements were made using Autolab PGSTAT 302 equipment
with a conventional three-electrode cell. The geometric area of the Cu/BDD films in

contact with the electrolyte was 0.27 cm2. A platinum coil wire served as a counter
electrode and Ag/AgCl/KCl(sat) was used as the reference electrode.
Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows the Raman scattering spectra of E1 and E2 BDD films. The peak
close to 1332 cm-1 corresponds to the vibration of a diamond first-order phonon,
confirming the quality of these BDD films. This peak decreased in intensity due to boron
incorporation in diamond films. The effect of boron doping is reflected in the spectral
characteristics. There is the appearance of the two bands located at 500 cm-1 and 1220
cm-1 attributed to B-B vibrations and B-C vibrations, respectively [20]. The boron
concentration in diamond film was estimated from the fitting of 500 cm-1 peak using a
combination of Gaussian and Lorenzian lines [21]. The acceptor concentrations were
evaluated around 1019 and 1021 boron atoms cm-3 for E1 and E2 electrodes, respectively.
The difference of doping level for E2 electrode is clearly noted in Raman spectra, where
the 500 and 1220 cm-1 bands are much more pronunced.
The top view SEM images (not shown) of the diamond film deposited on the Ti
substrates showed that the BDD films grew with a continuous and uniform surface
morphology covering the whole substrates without delaminations or cracks, characterized
by their well-shaped microcrystalline grains.
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Figure 1: Raman spectra of E1 and E2 BDD electrodes.
According to the literature, as-grown diamond surface obtained by hot filamentassisted chemical vapor deposition technique is mainly a hydrogen terminated surface
[22]. The change in the surface atomic structure can be obtained using different oxidation
processes. In this study the anodic electrochemical pre-treatment was carried out using
0.5 mol L-1 H2SO4 and a fixed potential of 3 V for 30 min. FTIR-ATR analysis was made
to evaluate the chemical surface after electrochemical pre-treatments regarding the
presence of oxygen functional groups on the BDD surfaces for both studied electrodes.
Fig.2 shows the FTIR-ATR graph analyzes of E2 BDD electrode before and after
electrochemical pre-treatment. Similar behavior was observed for E1 BDD electrode (not
shown).
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Figure 2: FTIR-ATR results with peaks identified for E2 BDD electrode: (A) after
electrochemical pre-treatment, (B) without electrochemical pre-treatment.
According to Fig.2, the FTIR-ATR results presented a slight difference between
the E2 BDD electrode without and after electrochemical pre-treatment. However, the
1000-1260 cm-1 range, corresponding to the functional group (C-O), was more
pronounced after anodic electrochemical pre-treatment. This behavior may be associated
to the oxygenated functional group formations, i.e, ether, ketone and carboxylic acid
groups due to the applied oxidative process. It is noteworthy that neither SEM images nor
Raman spectra showed no significant change in the diamond surfaces after anodic
electrochemical pre-treatment (not shown), which indicated that the pre-treatment did not
impair the crystal quality and the morphology of the BDD surface. These results are in
agreement with the literature that discuss only the diamond functionalization process
promoted by oxidative pre-treatments [23].
The top view SEM images of the electroless Cu deposits on BDD surface as a
function of pH are depicted in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: SEM images of E1 (A) and E2 (B) BDD electrode after Cu deposits as a
function of pH: pH 8(A1, B1), pH 10 (A2, B2) and pH 12 (A3, B3). Deposition time:
180 s.
According to Scanning Electron Microscopy images the Cu deposits showed
small grain particle distribution on the BDD surface for solution of pH 12. Image A3
presents BDD not totally covered by Cu particle while for image B3 the BDD is totally
covered with a Cu clusters over the Cu layer. The EDS data indicate that the Cu content
was 77.36 wt.% for E2 electrode (image B3) whereas the Cu content was 69.20 wt.% for
E1 electrode (image A3). On the other hand, no Cu deposit was verified at pH 8 and at
pH 10 in the range of deposition time from 30 to 180 s and only low particle density was
observed for deposition time of 2400 s, for both electrodes. In this deposition time, the
EDS measurements indicate that in the pH 8 the Cu content was 5.87 wt.% whereas in the
pH 10 the Cu content was 7.73 wt.% for E2 electrode. Similar experimental conditions
for electroless Cu deposition on E1 electrode showed the same behavior as a function of
pH. This behavior can be explained considering the electroless coating process, which Cu
cations capture electrons furnished by HCHO, they are reduced and deposited onto the
BDD surface as Cu metallic by following chemical reactions:
HCHO + OH- → H2 + HCOOCu2+ + 2 HCOO- + 3 H2 → Cu + 2 HCHO + 2 H2O

Thus, the overall reaction can be written as:
Cu2+ + H2 + 2 OH- → Cu + 2 H2O
According to the above reactions, it is possible to observe that the reducing power of
HCHO increases with increasing the solution pH. As a consequence, higher Cu deposits
were observed in the pH 12.
Figure 4 shows the SEM micrographs of E1 and E2 electrodes after surface
modifications of Cu particles, using pH 12 and varying the deposition time of 30, 60 and
180 s.
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Figure 4: SEM images of E1 (A) and E2 (B) BDD electrode after Cu deposits.
Deposition time: 30 s (A1, B1), 60 s (A2, B2) and 180 s (A3, B3).
These deposits depict small grain morphologies distributed throughout the BDD
surface for both electrodes. The Cu deposit rate increased with increasing the deposition
time, for both BDD films. From EDS measurements, the Cu contents as a function of
deposition times of 30, 60 and 180 s were 7.94, 27.74 and 77.36 wt.% for E2 BDD
electrode while for E1 BDD electrode they were 1.87, 18.44 and 69.20 wt.%, respectively.
By comparing these results for both electrodes, higher deposition rates were observed in
the E2 electrode. This morphological difference between two electrodes, concerning the

Cu deposit densities, can be attributed to the better conductivity of the electrode E2 due
to its higher boron content.
Figure 5 presents the X-ray diffraction measurements of the Cu deposited on E1
and E2 BDD electrode. According to the patterns, the Cu metallic crystallographic form
was obtained for all deposits, as expected.

Figure 5: X-ray diffraction of E1 (A) and E2 (B) BDD electrode after the Cu deposition,
at pH 12 and for 180 s deposition time.
Considering better deposition rates for E2 BDD electrode, the electrochemical
reduction of nitrate on the Cu/BDD composites with different deposition time for E2
BDD electrode was tested in order to evaluate its effectiveness in the activity and
selectivity of the nitrate electroreduction with respect the amount of copper deposited on
the BDD surface. Figure 6 depicts the LSV obtained in 10-3 mol L-1 BR buffer solutions
(pH = 3.0) with and without the 10-2 mol L-1 KNO3 addition for Cu/BDD composite
considering three depositions time studied.
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Figure 6: LSV response of Cu/BDD composites with deposition times of 30, 60 and 180
s for 10-3 mol L-1 BR buffer solutions (pH = 3.0) and for nitrate reduction in solution of
10-2 mol L-1 KNO3 + 10-3 mol L-1 BR buffer solutions (pH = 3.0). Scan rate: 50 mV s-1.
The cathodic currents for BR buffer are associated with water reduction. It is
important to note that the electrochemical behavior in the absence of nitrate was similar
for all Cu/BDD composites. When the nitrate is added, the formation of a cathodic
current peak concerning the nitrate reduction is clear followed by an abrupt increase in
the cathodic current due to hydrogen evolution. By analyzing the LSV curves, despite the
high Cu density deposited on the BDD surface using deposition time of 180s, this one did
not increase the catalytic activity for the nitrate reduction once the cathodic current
associated to nitrate reduction was lower when compared to voltammograms of the
Cu/BDD deposited with 30 and 60s deposition time. A significant difference can been
seen in the voltammogram of the Cu/BDD deposited with 30s deposition time, which
showed a peak at around -0.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl/KCl(sat.) attributed to the nitrate reduction to
nitrite, followed by a shoulder at around -1.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl/KCl(sat.) corresponding the
nitrate conversion to ammonia. According the literature, this process has already been
evidenced either in acidic or in strongly alkaline solutions on copper cathodes [24, 25, 26,
27, 28]. In those conditions, the nitrate reduction occurred by nitrite formation up to
ammonia. In addition, a slight increase in cathodic current is observed, showing that the
nitrate reduction was catalyzed in the presence of lower amounts of Cu particles.

Moreover, the Cu/BDD composite deposited at the deposition time of 30 s presented
better activity and selectivity for both nitrite and ammonia for nitrate reduction. On the
other hand, the Cu/BDD composites deposited at the deposition time of 60 and 180 s
showed only activity and selectivity for nitrite. It is noteworthy that the Cu/BDD
composite deposited at the deposition time of 60 s presented the best peak definition
related to nitrate reduction to nitrite.

Conclusion
This study showed that the Cu electroless process on semiconducting diamond
surface can be a good alternative for obtaining modified electrode at different doping
levels. The Cu deposits presented small grains morphology distributed all over the
diamond crystal faces for both electrodes depend on the electrode boron level, solution
pH, and deposition time. The Cu metallic crystallographic form was obtained for all the
depositions. The Cu deposits increased with increasing the pH solution. SEM images
showed a high density of Cu electrodeposits for highly doped BDD electrode whereas for
lightly doped BDD electrode the deposits presented low particle density. This behavior
was attributed to the higher conductivity of the E2 BDD electrode. Concerning the nitrate
reduction, the activity and the selectivity of BDD/Cu composite using deposition time of
30s was significantly higher than that using deposition time of 60 and 180 s. In this
electrode, the nitrate reduction occurred by nitrite formation followed by ammonia.
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